Appetizers

**Classroom Guest** – Cover your class or find coverage for you so that you may observe another colleague in your building

**Differentiation Support** – Help design choice assignments or tiered activities/assessment

**Round-Up Resources** – Hunt for engaging technology resources or lesson components to support your classroom

**Co-Planning** – Through conversation, collaboratively plan a lesson or series of lessons that meet best practices

**Professional Development** – Provide one-on-one training on Responsive Classroom resources, technology resources, and specific best practices.

Main Entrees

**Team Teaching Experience** – After planning cooperatively, teach a lesson together

**Data Chats** – Collaboratively analyze formative assessment data to make instructional decisions

**Right-Hand woMan** – Serve as another pair of hands for a lesson or another pair of eyes to track student concerns

**SMART board Support** – Create interactive lesson, based off topic of your choosing, that enhance student engagement

**Demonstration Lesson** – Model a lesson in your classroom or an alternate classroom while you observe

Desserts

**Reflection** – Through conversation and observation, reflect on student learning in your classroom

**Networking** – Help you connect with other teachers in the District

**Brainstorming Session** – Collaboratively bounce innovative ideas off one another

**Lean on Me** – Lend an open ear for a topic of your choice

**New Student Evaluation** – Upon the arrival of a new student: Complete a one on one assessment for reading, math or both to guide your instruction

Feel free to mix and match your order! If you can’t find what you are looking for, order it anyway! I can “make” it special for you!
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